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Quick Sheet
Family & Couples
Half Hour - $150
One Hour - $250

Adventures
Two Hour - $350

Wedding Packages
Elopements & Small
Weddings - $500
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Regulars
family, maternity, infant milestones & more
What better way to spend an evening with your family than having fun out in a field, on a hike,
playing in the river, or just doing what you do best at home with an in-home session? Or
perhaps you achieved one of the greatest milestones in most peoples life, graduation? What
about a little baby who would love to look back at beautiful images of themselves when they
were small and sweet? If you think these sound like a good fit for you, then you need to
schedule a family session with me!

Rates
Half Hour
One Hour

$150
$250

Sales tax included in rate, price includes cost of post-process, flash drive, and
session. Price is firm, modifications to session details (such as no flash drive) will not
lower price.
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Seniors

high school & college
Congratulation your accomplishment! Whether you are finally finishing the 12 [technically
13/14 if you count kindergarten/preschool] years of public school or just got a Bachelors in your
favorite subject [lets be honest, it also felt like 12 years]. Senior sessions are so amazing because it
shows all the excitement and happiness in accomplishing such a big part of your life!

Packages
$180

$250

Hair & Makeup
2 hour session
25 images color/B&W
Choice of location

Hair & Makeup
2 hour session
25 images color/B&W
Choice of location

Sales tax included in rate, price includes cost of post-process, flash drive, and
session. Price is firm, modifications to session details (such as no flash drive) will not
lower price.
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Adventures
hiking, fishing, & outdoors activities
If you are like me and love to lay some tracks outdoors, you might want some documentation of
that! These images are amazing to add to your instagram or blog. Plus they are a lot of fun to do
and give so many opportunities for good views and candids.

Rates
Two Hours

$350

Sales tax included in rate, price includes cost of post-process, flash drive, and
session. Price is firm, modifications to session details (such as no flash drive) will not
lower price.
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Couples
couples & engagements
Are you and your significant getting married or just want updated portraits to show off your
love on social media? Little North Mountain is the perfect choice for you and your love to have
fun and get it all captured. I love going out and adventuring in God's beautiful creation, so lets
go! We can hike, fish, garden, or even as simple as twirling your girl around in the middle of a
field.

Rates
Half Hour

$150

One Hour

$250

Sales tax included in rate, price includes cost of post-process, flash drive, and
session. Price is firm, modifications to session details (such as no flash drive) will not
lower price.
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Wedding Packages
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Elopements & Small Weddings
under 2 hours
The most important and significant part of your wedding day is when you exchange your vows
and that first kiss as Mr. & Mrs. This package will cover your whole ceremony as well as the
formal pictures afterward! This is a must have for many engaged couples!

Whats Included?

Hand-picked, professionally edited images on a flash drive as well as a printing release.

Package Price
Up to Two Hours

$500

Sales tax included in rate, price includes cost of post-process, flash drive, and
session. Price is firm, modifications to session details (such as no flash drive) will not
lower price.
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Wait? Where'd the other
packages go?
I've decided to no longer offer
full wedding coverage. With 3
kids (all of which are under 4
years old), its just too hard on
me to leave them for more
than 2 hours at a time. I'm a
mom first, photographer
second. Hopefully in the
future I can offer full
weddings again.

